Grounding the figure.
Coding rules can be formulated in which the shortest description of a figure-ground pattern exhibits a hierarchical structure, with the ground playing a primary and the figure a secondary role. We hypothesized that the process of perception involves and assimilation phase followed by a test phase in which the ground is tested before the figure. Experiments are described in which pairs of consecutive, superimposed patterns are presented in rapid succession, resulting in a subjective impression of seeing one pattern only. In these presentations, the second pattern introduces some deliberate distortion of the figure or ground displayed in the first pattern. Maximal distortions of the ground occur at shorter stimulus onset asynchronies than maximal distortions of the figure, suggesting that the ground codes are processed before figure codes. Moreover, patterns presenting the ground first are more likely to be perceived as ground, regardless of the distortions, than patterns presenting the figure first. This quasi masking or microgenetic approach might be relevant to theories on :mediations of immediate, or direct" perception.